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Two sisters share the surprising highs and cringe-worthy lows of social media fame, when their most
private thoughts become incredibly public in this fresh and funny debut novel.

Sisters Cassie and Sid Sunday have not done a bang-up job of keeping in touch. In their defense, it hasn’t
been easy: life veered in sharply different directions for the once-close sisters. Today, beautiful and big-
hearted Sid lives an expat’s life of leisure in far-off Singapore, while harried, iPhone-clutching Cassie can’t
seem to make it work as a wife and a mom to twin toddlers in Manhattan.
 
It doesn't help that Sid spurns all social media while Cassie is addicted to Facebook. So when Sid issues a
challenge to reconnect the old-fashioned way—through real, handwritten letters—Cassie figures, why not?
 
The experiment exceeds both of their expectations, and the letters become a kind of mutual confessional that
have real and soul-satisfying effects. And they just might have the power to help Cassie save her marriage,
and give Sid the strength to get her life back on track.
 
But first, one of Cassie’s infamous lapses in judgment comes back to bite her, and all of the letters wind up
the one place you’d never, ever want to see them: the Internet...
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From reader reviews:

Alexander Snider:

Do you considered one of people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold
on guys that aren't like that. This Keep Me Posted book is readable by you who hate the perfect word style.
You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable reading experience without leaving possibly decrease
the knowledge that want to provide to you. The writer of Keep Me Posted content conveys objective easily to
understand by many people. The printed and e-book are not different in the written content but it just
different available as it. So , do you still thinking Keep Me Posted is not loveable to be your top list reading
book?

Christine Flint:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information today can get by anyone on everywhere.
The information can be a expertise or any news even a problem. What people must be consider if those
information which is inside former life are challenging be find than now's taking seriously which one is
suitable to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you obtain the unstable resource then
you have it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities will
not happen within you if you take Keep Me Posted as the daily resource information.

Michael Fischer:

Is it you actually who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by simply watching television
programs or just lying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Keep Me Posted can be the
answer, oh how comes? A book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your extra time by
reading in this fresh era is common not a nerd activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Mildred Vang:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your chosen book? Or your book ended up being rare?
Why so many query for the book? But any people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading. Some people
likes examining, not only science book but in addition novel and Keep Me Posted or others sources were
given knowledge for you. After you know how the great a book, you feel desire to read more and more.
Science book was created for teacher or maybe students especially. Those books are helping them to include
their knowledge. In some other case, beside science e-book, any other book likes Keep Me Posted to make
your spare time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like this one.
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